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Coming up
February 13–14: HACCP, Kodiak

February 13–27: Introduction to Starting and Operating a Seafood Direct
Marketing Business, online statewide

February 15–17: Better Process Control School, Kodiak

March 23–24: HACCP, Anchorage

April 19–21: Kodiak Area Marine Science Symposium, Kodiak

April 26–29: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Unalaska

May 9–12: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Alaska Knauss Fellows Have
Positions in Washington DC
Two Alaska Sea Grant–sponsored Knauss Marine Policy
Fellows received their one-year assignments in the
nation’s capital. Charlotte Regula-Whitefield will assist
in US Senator Lisa Murkowski’s office as a legislative
fellow, and Kelly Cates will work as an executive fellow
in the NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental
Affairs. They will start their fellowships on February 1,
2017.

Regula-Whitefield earned her PhD in marine biology
from the UAF College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences in fall 2016. During her
dissertation research she worked with Alaska dive fishery associations for six years,
developing a sea cucumber aquaculture program. She said one of the reasons she
applied for the Knauss Fellowship was to learn how to tackle policy issues such as
working with state and federal managers and legislative bodies, in order to move
forward with culturing initiatives.



Kelly Cates

Regula-Whitefield looks forward to working on issues
pertaining to Alaska marine natural resources in
Washington DC. “I would like to be a marine scientist
who is also a liaison to managers and policy-makers.
These skills would be beneficial to me as I continue to
work toward my career goal of developing
multidisciplinary research alongside industry,
community, and resource partners,” she said.

Kelly Cates expects to complete her MS in fisheries at
UAF in 2017. She has been studying humpback whales
to create baseline data for future management decisions. “I applied for the Knauss
fellowship in an effort to better communicate science… It is my belief that with a
better idea on how policy is created, I can help facilitate conversations that lead to
more science-based political decisions,” she said.

The two Alaskans are in a select group of 65 fellows nominated by Sea Grant
programs nationwide. The one-year fellowship was established in 1979 to provide an
educational opportunity for students interested in marine resources and national
policy decisions. The experience can serve as a springboard to related careers.

Applications for the 2018 Knauss Fellowship are being accepted by Alaska Sea Grant
until February 21, 2017.

Wide Range of State Fellowship
Opportunities Offered
The Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship Program is
offering a broad range of fellowship positions for
2017–2018, with eight host agencies. Students are
invited to apply for the Alaska fellowship positions by
February 24, 2017. Three or more fellows will be
accepted.

The Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship Program
provides professional opportunities for soon-to-graduate
or recently finished graduate students in science or policy. Fellows acquire on-the-
job professional experience in marine resource programs in Alaska. The program
matches fellows with hosts in Alaska-based state or federal agencies for a 12-month
paid fellowship.

Hosts offering positions this year are Alaska Department of Fish and Game, US
Geological Survey, two NOAA offices, North Pacific Fishery Management Council, and
National Park Service. In addition, the North Pacific Research Board/US Fish and
Wildlife Service Landscape Conservation Cooperative and the Office of the Governor
are seeking fellows. Students who are accepted for the program will interview with
agencies in spring 2017 to find the best fit. The fellowships will begin in summer or



fall 2017.

Currently Jane Sullivan, Sarah Apsens, and Jennifer Marsh are working as Alaska
Sea Grant State Fellows in Anchorage and Juneau, placed at NMFS and the National
Park Service. Matt Robinson, one of the first Alaska Sea Grant State Fellows said
recently, “I cannot begin to express how much this experience is going to help my
career. It put me on the front line of marine policy development, and I certainly
developed the skills necessary to succeed in this field.”

Pacific Residents Share Climate
Impacts on Their Communities
Several Alaskans gave presentations on coastal
community risk at the Symposium on Climate
Displacement, Migration, and Relocation in Hawaiʻi in
December. The meeting—which attracted nearly 100
people—took place in Honolulu December 13–14. The
symposium highlighted how climate change is
influencing displacement of Pacific people, especially in
Alaska and the Marshall Islands.

Organizers and funders for the symposium include Alaska Sea Grant, Hawaiʻi Sea
Grant, and the University of Hawaiʻi Law School. UAF graduate student Erin Shew, a
climate preparedness fellow and Knauss Marine Policy Fellow at the White House
Council on Environmental Quality, was a key organizer of the event.

The first sessions featured panelists from the Alaska communities of Shishmaref,
Kivalina, and Unalakleet, who described erosion caused by severe fall storms in the
absence of shore-fast ice. In Alaska, communities most at risk are located on spits
or barrier islands that may be disappearing. Some of the most severe impacts are
being seen in the Marshall Islands where climate change is influencing access to the
subsistence food supply. The Marshall Islands sit an average of five feet above sea
level.

Other sessions at the symposium were dedicated to the legal framework for
relocation at the state, national, and international level. The major questions
surrounded who is responsible for relocating communities that are impacted by
climate change. In some parts of the Pacific, community residents are planning their
move and even buying land in other Pacific nations to resettle their populations, as
sea level rise is expected to overtake their islands in the next century.

“Residents of coastal communities and islands in the Pacific are experiencing a
changing climate in real time and it's already impacting their health, safety, and way
of life,” said Davin Holen, Alaska Sea Grant coastal community resilience specialist.
“The question now is, how do we give coastal communities and island peoples in the
Pacific the tools and the assistance they need in preparing their communities to deal
with the challenges of today, and to plan sustainable communities for their children



and grandchildren?”

During workshops at the symposium, small groups discussed how to engage
communities to plan for future displacement, migration, and relocation. This was
followed by how to talk to policy makers, funders, and the public about why it’s
important to engage residents now. The climate is expected to gradually become
more extreme in the Pacific in the next century, and rising sea levels will continue to
impact coastal communities and may overtake some nations.

Robin Bronen, Alaska Institute for Justice, moderated a panel on human mobility
and climate change.” It was very meaningful for all of us and inspires me to
continue to our work to design and implement a relocation institutional framework,”
said Bronen.

Training the Alaska Seafood
Workforce
As part of its mission to support and develop the state’s
fishing and seafood processing industries, Alaska Sea
Grant will offer educational and training opportunities in
February and March. The courses are on direct
marketing, process improvement, and skills to avoid
foodborne illnesses.

Commercial fishermen can enroll in an online interactive
course to learn how to sell their catch directly to buyers
like restaurants and fish markets. The five-session direct marketing course will be
offered February 13–27, 2017.

Seafood processing employees, and even home canners, can sign up for classes in
Kodiak. The two-day Better Process Control School, offered February 15–17, will
teach principles of thermal processing, equipment requirements, container
evaluation, and recordkeeping for glass jars and cans.

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) will be taught February 13–14 in
Kodiak and March 22–23 in Anchorage. Seafood processing employees will learn
how to control biological, chemical, and physical hazards from raw fish or processed
seafood products.

“These courses are designed to offer key skills to those engaged in the business of
fishing, preparing seafood, and selling it,” said Alaska Sea Grant director Paula
Cullenberg. “Commercial fishing and seafood processing are Alaska’s largest private
employer, providing jobs for tens of thousands of people and helping to sustain the
economies of many coastal communities. We are pleased to offer educational tools
to help grow this vital Alaska industry.”



Paula Cullenberg and Jenell
Larsen. Photo by Brendan
Smith/North Pacific Research
Board.
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Coming up
February 28: Riding the Rising Tide of Seaweed Farming, statewide webinar

March 23–24: HACCP, Anchorage

April 19–21: Kodiak Area Marine Science Symposium, Kodiak

April 26–29: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Unalaska

April 27–28: Roe School, Kodiak

May 9–12: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage

October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 17–21: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Alaska Marine Science
Symposium Student Awards
Alaska Sea Grant sponsored two of the nine student
awards presented at the Alaska Marine Science
Symposium in Anchorage last month. Sarah Traiger,
UAF College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, won first
place in the PhD category for her talk, “Supply and
survival: Kelp microscopic life stage challenges across a
glacial gradient.” Her research is funded by Alaska Sea
Grant. Jenell Larsen, also a CFOS student, was awarded
first place in the master’s category for her presentation,
“Old ovaries, new tricks: What walrus ovaries can tell us
about population fluctuations.”

Marilyn Sigman, Alaska Sea Grant marine education specialist, organized the
judging of 76 student presentations at AMSS involving 38 judges, most of whom
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were also presenters at the weeklong symposium. Sigman organized several events
for teachers and other educators as well.

Organized by the North Pacific Research Board, AMSS convenes every January in
Anchorage. This year’s symposium drew over 700 people.

Alaska Sea Grant Salmon
Research Featured on National
Website
To mark its 50-year anniversary celebration, National
Sea Grant featured several nationwide projects in a
Research-to-Application highlight, among them Tony
Gharrett’s 30-year research on Alaska pink salmon. The
national program created a video animation on
Gharrett’s studies for its website.

From 1977 to 2016, University of Alaska Fairbanks
professor Tony Gharrett and his colleagues led 14
projects on pink salmon breeding and population genetics, funded by Alaska Sea
Grant. The research results have guided fish hatchery policy and science-based
fishery management in Alaska, trained 23 students in fishery management,
supported the seafood industry, and demonstrated how fish can adapt to a changing
climate.

In addition, Alaska Sea Grant published Gharrett’s What Does Genetics Have to Do
with It?, a layperson’s guide to the role of genetics in conservation and fishery
management. It is required reading for “Introduction to Aquaculture” and other
courses at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

The National Sea Grant College Program funds research, extension, and education
at 33 state programs in coastal and Great Lakes states. It was established by
Congress in 1966.

Cordovans Play and Learn
Safety at Iceworm Festival
About 40 enthusiastic participants took the plunge in
Cordova’s harbor earlier this month during the annual
Iceworm Festival survival suit races.

Torie Baker, Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agent,
helped organize the event along with local volunteers
and fishermen. The competition features 4-person
teams running down a dock, quickly getting into
survival suits, jumping into the harbor, and swimming



Stimson/The Cordova Times to a moored life raft. Donated prizes are handed out in
various categories. The races took place on February 4.

“It was a beautiful day, so there was great energy in town,” said Baker. “Residents
get practice donning their survival suits and having some fun. Local harbor staff and
EMTs are also on hand, to help keep an eye on participants.”

The Marine Advisory Program started the survival suit races over two decades ago
to highlight the importance of being familiar with safety gear while on the water.

“Marine safety is a big part of our training mission at Alaska Sea Grant,” Baker said.

Cordova’s Iceworm Festival began in 1961. Many of Cordova’s 2,000 or so residents,
along with a healthy dose of visitors, participate in the many events including a
theme parade, the Miss Iceworm coronation, blessing of the fleet, an arts and crafts
show, and an ice cream feed.

Read a story about the Iceworm Festival by The Cordova Times writer and
photographer Cinthia Gibbens-Stimson.

New Publications
The Alaska Sea Grant online bookstore is offering two
new publications at no cost.

Alaska Water Law: An Overview, by Izetta Chambers,
offers a concise history and status of the legalities of
water rights and use in Alaska. Alaska residents, NGOs,
tribes, city officials, developers, and lawyers will find
this online-only publication useful. Issues about who
has rights to Alaska waters involve public lands,
subsistence, commercial fishing, mining, and the Clean Water Act. Chambers, a
former Marine Advisory agent, earned her law degree at the University of Arizona.
The 18 page booklet is published by Alaska Sea Grant.

The Alaska Arctic Marine Fish Ecology Catalog, edited by Lyman K. Thorsteinson and
Milton S. Love, is a 770 page paperback and online book with new information on
marine fishes in the US Arctic, an area with decreasing ice and increasing
accessibility to exploration. The book cites recent discoveries on the biology and
ecology of fishes in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. It is published by the Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management Environmental Studies Program.

Training for the Alaska Seafood
Workforce
To carry out its mission to support the state’s seafood processing industry, Alaska
Sea Grant will offer educational and training opportunities throughout 2017. The
courses are on skills to avoid foodborne illness, roe processing, smoked seafood,



and processing company leadership.

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) will be
taught March 23–24 in Anchorage. Seafood processing
employees will learn how to control biological, chemical,
and physical hazards from raw fish or processed
seafood products.

Processors can sign up for April 27–28 training in roe
processing techniques and markets, at the Kodiak
Seafood and Marine Science Center. Topics include sujiko and ikura processing,
packaging, roe grading, and various seafood roe forms.

Home fish smokers and businesses are invited to join the popular Smoked Seafood
School October 12–13 in Kodiak, to learn principles of fish smoking, safety of
smoked products, brining, cold and hot-smoking, and fish sausage.

And seafood processing companies can enroll their middle managers in the Alaska
Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, which begins November 9–13 in Kodiak
and will continue into early 2018. This professional development program is
designed for processing employees who want to advance their careers.

These classes are sponsored by a partnership between Alaska Sea Grant, University
of Alaska Fairbanks, and the Manufacturing Extension Partnership funded through
the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Apply to Become an Alaska
Salmon Fellow
The Alaska Humanities Forum is seeking applications for
Alaska Salmon Fellows, who will form an active group of
influential leaders to address current and emerging
challenges associated with salmon in Alaska. Fellows
will commit to attend gatherings and collaborate over
an 18-month period and will receive an award of
$10,000 each. For more information please visit the
Alaska Humanities Forum website. The deadline for
application is February 28, 2017.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.

Alaska Sea Grant Fishlines Alaska Sea Grant home
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Coming Up
March 23–24: HACCP, Anchorage

April 12–14: Preventive Controls for Human Food, Kodiak

April 19–21: Kodiak Area Marine Science Symposium, Kodiak

April 26–29: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Unalaska

April 27–28: Roe School, Kodiak

May 9–12: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage

October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 17–21: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Alaska Congressional
Delegation Says Sea Grant
Funding Should Remain
US Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) expressed strong
support for Alaska Sea Grant earlier this month at a
reception celebrating the Sea Grant Knauss Fellowship
Program at the Senate Hart Building. About 400 fellows,
along with NOAA staff and Sea Grant directors from
around the country, attended the event.

The senator’s remarks came on the heels of media
reports saying the Trump Administration wants to zero
out $73 million funding for all 33 Sea Grant programs,
which was later confirmed in the White House budget.

Murkowski said eliminating Sea Grant would seriously harm her state and many



others. “Sea Grant plays a vital role in Alaska,” Murkowski said. She noted Alaska
Sea Grant accomplishments in research for the fishing industry and its education
program in marine literacy for K-12 students.

During meetings with Alaska Sea Grant director Paula Cullenberg and Petersburg
Marine Advisory leader Sunny Rice, other members of the state’s Republican
congressional delegation—Sen. Dan Sullivan and Rep. Don Young—also expressed
strong support for continued funding for Sea Grant.

In a letter to the Office of Management and Budget, six senators, including
Murkowski and Sullivan, called the proposed cuts “dangerous” and “drastic.” They
noted that Sea Grant programs had a national economic impact of $575 million in
2015, representing an 854 percent return on federal investment. Sea Grant created
or sustained close to 3,000 businesses and 21,000 jobs annually in a wide range of
industries. It also supported nearly 2,000 college and graduate students, training
them to protect coastal economies and communities in the years ahead, the
senators wrote.

In Alaska alone, Sea Grant sustained or created 87 businesses and 363 jobs in
2015-2016. It helped train 330 fishermen and seafood processors in safety, product
development and technology to improve their operations. Nearly 20 graduate
students worked on Alaska Sea Grant–funded research projects last year while
1,600 K-12 students learned about ocean and freshwater environments through our
marine education programs.

Since 1979, National Sea Grant has supported over 1,000 Knauss Fellows. “The
opportunities provided through this fellowship span the gaps between science and
policy across party lines and is integral to the development of our nation as we
move forward through the 21st century,” Murkowski said.

Three Alaskans are serving as Knauss fellows this year. Kelly Cates is a fellow at
NOAA Legislative Affairs while Charlotte Regula-Whitefield is working for Sen.
Murkowski. Both are finishing graduate school in fisheries at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks. Nicole Kanayurak from Barrow, attending the University of Washington, is
also working at NOAA as a Knauss fellow.

“Our delegation clearly encouraged Alaskans to communicate with them about their
concerns about the potential cuts to Sea Grant. I hope that they will hear from
many of our diverse stakeholders across the state,” Cullenberg said.

“We greatly appreciate our delegation’s support now and in the months ahead as
Congress deliberates on how to allocate federal funding,” Cullenberg added.

A fact sheet about Alaska Sea Grant’s work is available online. If you have questions
about our program, please contact communications manager Paula Dobbyn at
paula.dobbyn@alaska.edu, 907-274-9698; or director Paula Cullenberg at
paula.cullenberg@alaska.edu, 907-274-9692.



Unalaska team. Melissa Good
photo.

Kodiak Area Marine Science
Symposium Coming Up
Next month will mark the third Kodiak Area Marine
Science Symposium, held at the Kodiak Harbor
Convention Center.

Sponsored by Alaska Sea Grant, KAMSS provides an
opportunity for Kodiak residents to hear about marine
research conducted in the area. Researchers also
benefit as they plan integrated, cooperative, and
community-inspired marine research. Marine Advisory
agent Julie Matweyou chairs the organizing committee.

The events will kick off with an evening keynote address on Tuesday, April 18.
Plenary sessions will be held April 19–21 throughout the day, with evening social
events and posters, as well as field trips late Friday afternoon and Saturday.

Russ Hopcroft, University of Alaska Fairbanks; and Olav Ormseth, NOAA Fisheries,
are invited speakers. This year about 25 talks will be presented, and each session
will be followed by a discussion to engage participants in what’s going on in Kodiak
waters.

Registration is free. See the KAMSS event website for more information and to
register.

2017 Alaska Tsunami Bowl
Sparks Science Engagement
Sixteen high school teams from across Alaska met in
Seward on February 16 to compete in an ocean-based
academic competition, the Tsunami Bowl.

The regional competition is part of the National Ocean
Sciences Bowl which engages students in ocean
sciences, preparing them for ocean-related and other
STEM (science-technology-engineering-math) careers,
and helping them become knowledgeable stewards of
the marine environment.

Alaska is the only region requiring students to write a research paper and give an
oral presentation before competing in the buzzer-style quiz bowl. The 2017 theme
was “Resource Management in a Warming Pacific.”

“My team had a ton of fun and learned a lot!” said Melissa Good, Unalaska coach
and Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agent. “We have three freshmen, a junior,
and a senior this year. The freshmen are anxious to start learning more about
marine sciences, even asking for study materials that they can use to get ready for
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next year, and our senior will be attending the University of Alaska Fairbanks this
fall and is interested in pursuing marine biology.”

Good’s team, the “Lucky Pollucky,” placed 9th overall.

Marine Advisory agent Sunny Rice coached the “Higher Porpoise” team in
Petersburg, who came in 8th overall. “They did very well on their presentation,” said
Rice. “They had a great time.”

Regional winners go on to compete at the national bowl. This year’s Alaska winners,
the “Mat-Tsunamis” from the Mat-Su Career and Technical High School, will compete
in the 20th National Ocean Sciences Bowl in Corvallis, Oregon, in April.

Kodiak Trade Show Set to
Boost Fishing Community
Alaska Sea Grant will sponsor several events at the
2017 ComFish Alaska fishing industry trade show,
scheduled for March 30–April 1 in Kodiak. Marine
Advisory agent Julie Matweyou, who sits on the Kodiak
Chamber of Commerce committee that organizes
ComFish, has arranged both indoor and outdoor events.

Alaska Sea Grant will host Tim Troll, executive director
of the Bristol Bay Land Trust. Troll will give a
presentation about his photo exhibit of pre-1950s
fishing sailboats in Bristol Bay, on display at the Kodiak Seafood and Marine Science
Center. A reception for the Sailing for Salmon Photo Exhibit will begin March 31 at 5
pm at the center, and the show will continue through April.

In another ComFish talk, Matweyou will show fishermen how they can use online
FishBiz financial tools to enhance their business.

Matweyou and program assistant Astrid Rose are organizing the annual Fishermen’s
Showcase, an outdoor event featuring a competition and demonstrations to highlight
fishing skills such as knot tying, rope coiling and survival suit donning. “Kodiak
fishermen will demonstrate what it takes to be successful in their operations and
compete for the honor of the most able fisherman,” said Matweyou. A video of the
2016 Fishermen’s Showcase is viewable on the ComFish Facebook page.

Also outside, Arthur Schultz, an instructor with the Alaska Marine Safety Education
Association, will deploy a surplus life raft. Fishermen will have the opportunity to
imagine themselves in an emergency situation on their own vessels, with safety
improvement in mind.

The Kodiak community and visitors are invited to participate in many other ComFish
Alaska events as well. For a full schedule of events see the ComFish Facebook page.

If you’re going, be sure to drop by the Alaska Sea Grant–Kodiak Seafood and Marine



Science Center booth to chat with faculty and staff.

Alaska Sea Grant Invites
Proposals for Aquaculture
Initiatives
To enhance growth of the US aquaculture industry,
National Sea Grant is seeking applicants for two
opportunities for aquaculture projects.

For the “Addressing Impediments to Aquaculture
Opportunities Initiative,” applicants for funding can
propose small scale projects, business plans,
workshops, etc. With $3 million available nationwide for
fiscal years 2017 and 2018, investigators can request
up to $150,000.

A second opportunity is “Integrated Projects to Increase Aquaculture Production.”
Up to $12 million is expected to be available for fiscal years 2017-2019, and
individual proposals may request between $100,000 and $1,000,000.

For Alaska-specific instructions please see the announcement for the NOAA Sea
Grant 2017 Aquaculture Initiative.

Alaska Sea Grant Blog
Alaska Sea Grant has launched a blog to help tell what’s
going on in our program. More than 15 stories, from
Icelandic fisherwomen to survival suit races, have been
posted since the blog began in December. We hope you
enjoy the stories and photos on the Alaska Sea Grant
blog, as well as our Alaska Sea Grant Facebook posts
and Alaska Sea Grant Tweets.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.

Alaska Sea Grant Fishlines Alaska Sea Grant home
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Coming Up
April 1–May 31: Get Your Feet Wet!, statewide online

April 19–21: Kodiak Area Marine Science Symposium, Kodiak

April 21–23: Outboard Maintenance Class, Ketchikan

April 26–29: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Unalaska

May 5: Community Resilience Course, Anchorage

May 9–11: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage

October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 17–21: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Alaska Delegation Backs Sea
Grant
Alaska Sea Grant appreciates the continued support
from the Alaska congressional delegation, Sen. Dan
Sullivan, Sen. Lisa Murkowski, and Rep. Don Young.

President Trump has proposed a budget that would
eliminate funding for Sea Grant in the current fiscal
year and in fiscal year 2018, which begins October 1.

Senators Lisa Murkowski and Jeff Merkley (D-OR)
introduced a bipartisan Senate resolution earlier this month in support of continued
funding for the National Sea Grant College Program.

Representative Don Young added his name, along with 84 other members of the
House, to a letter to the House Appropriations Committee urging continued
bipartisan support for National Sea Grant. Senator Sullivan and Congressman Young



are both sponsoring reauthorization of the National Sea Grant program.

Thanks to Alaska Sea Grant partners for dozens of support letters. It’s not too late
to contact the Alaska congressional delegation and let them know your thoughts
about Alaska Sea Grant and the Administration’s effort to end the Sea Grant
program. See the one-page fact sheet about our work. More details about this issue
are on the Alaska Sea Grant website. Thank you!

31st Wakefield Fisheries
Symposium on Effects of
Climate Change on Northern
Fisheries
Don’t miss the 31st Wakefield Fisheries Symposium in
Anchorage next month. The symposium, Impacts of a
Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-latitude
Fish and Fisheries, is scheduled for May 9-11, 2017 at
the Hotel Captain Cook. Invited speakers and
contributors from around the world will be on hand to
share their expertise.

Hans-Otto Pörtner, of the Alfred Wegener Institute in
Germany, will give the keynote first thing on day 1, “Climate change impacts on
ocean biology: Physiological underpinnings, projections and uncertainties.” Pörtner
led the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) ocean efforts for several
years.

Attendees will be treated to about 50 presentations, a poster session, and social
events. Invited speaker Anna Neuheimer, from the University of Hawaii, will talk
about larval fish, and Christian Möllmann, University of Hamburg, is on the docket
for ecosystem regime shifts.

“Tools for managing under uncertainty” is the title of the presentation by Cody
Szuwalski, of the University of California Santa Barbara, and Katherine Mills, Gulf of
Maine Research Institute, will speak on coastal communities coping with
environmental variability.

Brad Siebel, from the University of South Florida, will launch the session on
physiological effects, and Charles Stock, of the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory, will talk about earth system predictions for marine resource
management.

Scientists, managers, nongovernment organization leaders and others are invited to
join the three-day symposium to get up-to-the-minute information on what could
happen to northern fisheries, and the science behind it. The schedule and
registration are on the Wakefield Fisheries Symposium website.



Old Harbor Student Wins
Awards on PSP Science Fair
Project
Joan Barnowsky, a home-schooled 6th grader from Old
Harbor, recently won two awards for her science fair
project on paralytic shellfish poisoning. Barnowsky has
been active with PSP monitoring in Old Harbor over the
last few years, and was inspired by Marine Advisory
agent Julie Matweyou.

Barnowsky won first place in Health and Medicine as
well as a Broadcom Masters award at the 62nd Alaska
Science and Engineering Fair statewide competition in Anchorage. She will go on to
compete at the national level.

Matweyou has made many visits to Old Harbor to get the word out about high levels
of PSP in clams, cockles, and blue mussels, which are target species for subsistence
and recreational harvesters. Barnowsky became interested in the unsafe PSP levels
in butter clams tested through the monitoring and research projects in the area.

“I was interested in clams ‘cause she had a chart that shows the toxicity of the
clams, and I saw that, and I saw that they were unsafe, so I decided to test clams
myself and help the scientist,” Barnowsky said in an interview with KMXT, referring
to Matweyou.

Barnowsky’s science fair project focused on using the Scotia Rapid test on various
shellfish species as well as elder interviews on harvest practices. The Scotia Rapid
test provides a positive or negative response for PSP toxins but does not give the
actual toxin concentration. The test is sensitive and can detect toxins below the
regulatory level of 80 micrograms of toxin for every 100 grams of shellfish.

Barnowsky analyzed a variety of shellfish to determine if toxins were present year-
round in other species, as they are in butter clams.

Matweyou is currently involved in a project to develop a new electrochemical test
that provides a numerical result, to give more information to shellfish harvesters.
She is partnering with the Sun’aq tribe of Kodiak, the Native Village of Old Harbor,
and the City of Ouzinkie on a study funded in part by the North Pacific Research
Board.

They’re at the beginning of the three-year project, hoping to come up with a
working prototype test by the end of the three-year study.

Ibarra Earns AFS Award
Sonia Ibarra, a PhD student in the UAF College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, has
been honored with the Meritorious Service award from the Alaska Chapter of the



American Fisheries Society. The award recognizes her
long commitment to mentoring, particularly of Alaska
Native and rural Alaskan students, and her activities to
increase diversity in the sciences. The award was
announced at the 2017 AFS Alaska chapter meeting in
Fairbanks.

Ibarra works on an Alaska Sea Grant project on sea
otter impacts on subsistence shellfish harvest, led by
marine biology professor Ginny Eckert. Ibarra is funded by a National Science
Foundation fellowship.

In fall 2016 Ibarra accompanied several Hydaburg, Alaska, students to the American
Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) Conference in Minneapolis.

“For me personally, accompanying students at AISES was a big deal because I value
organizations that provide multiple roadmaps for increasing diversity of
perspectives, worldviews, and values in the sciences,” she said in a piece she wrote
for the Sustainable Southeast Partnership.

“It is critical that we address ways of creating opportunities for indigenous youth
that both acknowledge their value systems while helping them navigate and train for
the outside world.”

Sea Life of the Aleutians is
Back in Print
The beautiful book Sea Life of the Aleutians is back in
print. First published in 2011 by Alaska Sea Grant, it
features more than 100 color photographs of
underwater sea life. Authors are Reid Brewer, Heloise
Chenelot, Shawn Harper, and Stephen Jewett.

“The pictures in this book are amazing and a great
representation of what lives in the nearshore waters of
the Aleutians, and what that environment actually looks
like. This book puts Alaska on the map for great dive spots!” said Brenda Konar,
professor of marine biology, University of Alaska Fairbanks. The book sells for $35.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming Up
April 1–May 31: Get Your Feet Wet!, statewide online

July 20–22: Engaging Alaska Youth in STEM and Community Resilience,
Fairbanks

August 7–11: Northwest Aquatic and Marine Educators annual conference,
Homer

September 7–10: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage

October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 13–17: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Five State Fellows Placed
Five Alaska Sea Grant State Fellows will soon start one-
year positions with state and federal agencies in Alaska.
The Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship program began
in 2015, placing two fellows the first year and three the
next. The program adds capacity to marine policy
agencies and encourages fellows to begin their careers
in Alaska.

Chelsea Clawson, who is earning her MS in fisheries at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks, will take a job at the US Geological Survey, while
Genevieve Johnson, also in the fisheries MS program at UAF, will work at the NOAA
Alaska Fisheries Science Center.

The North Pacific Research Board and US Fish and Wildlife Service LCC have teamed
up to create a position for Liza Mack, who is nearly finished with her PhD in
indigenous studies at UAF.

Danielle Meeker, completing her master of advanced studies in climate science and



Franz Mueter presents poster
award to Jen Marsh.

policy at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, will take a job at the Alaska Office of
the Lieutenant Governor. Kim Ovitz, earning her master’s in fisheries at the
University of Maine, will work at NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service.

The new Alaska Sea Grant State Fellows will start their jobs between July 1 and late
September 2017.

Fisheries Symposium Held
Alaska Sea Grant hosted the 31st Wakefield Fisheries
Symposium last week in Anchorage, bringing together
experienced scientists, fisheries managers, students
and others to assess the effects of environmental
changes on high latitude fisheries.

About 55 talks from international speakers were
presented, interspersed with networking, a reception
and dinner, and a panel on projecting climate change
impacts on fish and fisheries. Nearly 100 people
attended from around the nation and worldwide.

Public radio station KYUK covered the conference, as did veteran Alaska journalist
Steve Heimel. Read his conference coverage on Alaska Noosphere.

Steering committee co-chairs were Franz Mueter, University of Alaska Fairbanks
College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, and Anne Hollowed, NOAA Alaska Fisheries
Science Center in Seattle.

The best student oral presentation award went to Karen Dunmall, University of
Manitoba and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Jennifer Marsh, a University of Alaska
Fairbanks graduate student who is currently an Alaska Sea Grant State Fellow at the
NOAA Fisheries Habitat Conservation Division, won the best student poster award.

Alaska Sea Grant will post the talks online, provide a transcription of the panel
discussion, and publish a peer-reviewed proceedings.

Aquatic Education in Alaska
Schools
Alaska Sea Grant’s work to promote marine literacy in
the state is kicking into high gear this spring with nearly
30 schools participating in our Get Your Feet Wet
program, including Dillingham.

Get Your Feet Wet is a field trip program that teachers
register for, which incorporates Alaska Sea Grant’s K-8
school science curriculum, Alaska Seas and Watersheds.

In April Marilyn Sigman, Alaska Sea Grant marine education specialist, visited fourth



graders at Creekside Park Elementary (video) in east Anchorage. Using lessons
developed for the Alaska Seas and Watersheds curriculum, Sigman explained the
salmon life cycle and what it takes to keep these iconic fish healthy. For hands-on
activities, she created a mock indoor salmon stream and had the students line up
alongside it. Some held obstacles such as fishing poles or nets, or a stuffed raven or
a sea lion, while other students pretended to be salmon and swam up the stream.

Following classroom instruction, the Creekside Park students visited nearby Chester
Creek to find out if it provides healthy habitat for salmon. The students conducted
experiments, testing water quality and searching for macro-invertebrates (such as
insects) that salmon like to eat. They determined that Chester Creek does support
healthy salmon despite running through Anchorage’s urban neighborhoods.

Later in May the Creekside students joined other fourth and fifth graders—some 300
in all—at Westchester Lagoon, where Chester Creek meets the ocean. They learned
about how the creek connects to the Pacific Ocean at the lagoon, tested the water
for dissolved oxygen and pH, and tried their hand at trapping and releasing juvenile
salmon. View a photo slideshow of the field trip.

Sigman’s classroom visit and the Chester Creek trip both drew media coverage,
including an Alaska Dispatch News photo gallery and a story on KTUU TV.

Beginning in 2014, Alaska Sea Grant has committed $113,000 to 10 of Alaska’s
school districts for marine and aquatic education programs in 19 communities.

In Anchorage, Alaska Sea Grant contributed $10,000 in a three-year grant to pay
for field trips and equipment using the Alaska Seas and Watersheds curriculum.
Students in every Anchorage fourth-grade classroom now spend a semester learning
about Anchorage watershed ecosystems and salmon.

Holen Profiled
The Prince William Sound RCAC (Regional Citizen’s
Advisory Council) recently published a profile of Davin
Holen, Marine Advisory coastal community resilience
specialist. From Holen’s traveling the world at age 17 to
earning his PhD in anthropology and his work at Alaska
Sea Grant, the story is told about his dedication to the
quality of life in Alaska communities.

Holen is a member of the PWS RCAC Scientific Advisory
Committee.

Invasive Elodea Threatens
Waterways
The Alaska Dispatch News recently published a guest column on the invasive water



plant Elodea by Tobias Schwoerer. Schwoerer warned
that Elodea is the most serious invasive species in the
state, clogging waterways and threatening salmon
habitat.

With research funded in part by Alaska Sea Grant,
Schwoerer concluded that if elodea is allowed to spread,
the loss to commercial sockeye fisheries and
recreational floatplane pilots would be around $97
million a year—or about a quarter of the value fishermen received for their 2016
Alaska salmon catch.

He recommended that Alaska invest in cleaning up waterways now to prevent
spreading. “I estimate that a one-time investment of approximately $10 million
could clean up all known Elodea infestations in Alaska,” Schwoerer said.

AOOS Film Contest
The Alaska Ocean Observing System’s 2017 ocean short
film contest deadline is September 15. The contest rules
and submission form are on the AOOS website. Films
must be under 10 minutes and focus on Alaska’s ocean
and coast. Topics vary and include educational,
informational, and just for fun. You can view the 2016
grand prize winner on YouTube.

Innovation Award Earned
Marine Advisory seafood specialists Quentin Fong and
Chris Sannito recently received honors for their efforts
at innovation. The two were awarded a “citation for
innovation in research leading to commercialization” by
the UAF Office of Intellectual Property and
Commercialization on May 5 in Fairbanks. The award
recognized their work to develop a pet treat made with
pollock skin.

The Pollock Conservation Cooperative Research Center funded the research on pet
treats. The pollock skin–based treat has been eagerly consumed by dogs in informal
settings.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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training in Unalaska. Andy
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Coming Up
July 20–22: Engaging Alaska Youth in STEM and Community Resilience,
Fairbanks

August 7–11: Northwest Aquatic and Marine Educators annual conference,
Homer

September 7–10: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage

October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 13–17: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Training may help save
entangled whales
A mid-June training session in Unalaska offered
instruction on how to report large whale entanglements,
what to look for and, most importantly, what not to do
in these high-risk situations.

The intended audience included fishermen, professional
mariners, biologists and law enforcement officers, said
Ed Lyman, a large whale entanglement response
coordinator with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in Hawaii. Lyman led the training.

Alaska Sea Grant and NOAA Fisheries hosted the
Unalaska event June 12–13.

According to the International Whaling Commission, the number of whale
entanglements is growing worldwide. While the problem is hard to assess because
many instances go unreported, a recent IWC study estimated that 308,000 whales
and dolphins die annually due to entanglement in fishing gear. The animals may



starve or drown after becoming restricted by gear, suffering physical trauma and
infections, or being hit by vessels, according to NOAA Fisheries.

This first-responder training in Unalaska included classroom instruction on case
assessment, whale behavior, communication protocols, authorization and safety. A
small group of potential responders practiced on-water techniques to remove life-
threatening fishing gear or debris entangling a whale if authorized to do so through
NOAA Fisheries.

Between 2000 and 2012, about 10 large whales were found entangled in waters off
of Washington, Oregon and California, according to NOAA Fisheries. In 2016, a total
of 71 whales were reported entangled in these waters, topping records set in 2014
and 2015. Records have been kept since 1982.

In Alaska, NOAA Fisheries has received more than 130 confirmed reports of
entangled large whales since 1998, according to the agency’s website. The number
of animals entangled is likely much greater since many entanglements go
unreported. Fishing pots and gillnets pose the greatest entanglement threats for
whales.

The agency has mounted more than 80 responses to entangled large whales in
Alaska since 1998 and has freed or partially freed more than 40 animals. Last year,
17 humpbacks were reported entangled, according to NOAA Fisheries’ Alaska Marine
Mammal Stranding Program.

Humpback whales are the most commonly reported entangled marine mammal
species on the West Coast of the United States. The whales, with a population of
6,000–8,000 in the North Pacific, are common in the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands where they migrate from temperate low-latitude breeding grounds to high-
latitude feeding grounds each summer. Unalaska has seen a lot of whale activity in
recent years, with many pods passing through Unalaska Bay and several
entanglements.

In fall 2015, Unalaska had the first of three entangled humpbacks in a two-year
period. During one incident, responders were unable to free a humpback tangled in
commercial pot-fishing gear. The whale later died during a storm before a team of
statewide responders could arrive. With increases in local fishing activity and a
growing humpback population, fishery interactions with whales could increase, said
Alaska Sea Grant’s Melissa Good, a Marine Advisory agent stationed in Unalaska.

NOAA Fisheries authorizes responses on a case-by-case basis under a national
marine mammal permit, given the risks involved to both humans and whales in
response activities. Many whales escape, so intervention is not required in many
cases. Response centers on life-threatening entanglements with low-risk and viable
intervention methods. A core group of people familiar with appropriate techniques,
safety, boat handling and whale behavior is essential for quick and efficient
response.



Positive for PSP

“It would be nice to have a few more responders in Unalaska,” Good said before the
workshop.

Rural students learn about risk
of toxic shellfish
Paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) is a big problem in
Alaska. The harvesting of clams, mussels, scallops, and
geoducks is a traditional and recreational activity and
yet it can result in sickness and even death. Kodiak
Marine Advisory agent Julie Matweyou is working to
lower the risk to Alaskans and recently taught middle
and high school students in seven rural schools about
the science behind PSP and how to protect themselves
and their families.

Matweyou uses a commercial shellfish test kit to provide hands-on learning—the
company gives a discount for in-class testing. It’s a pass-fail test that detects
acceptable levels of saxitoxin in shellfish so recreational and subsistence harvesters
can gauge a level of safety. Matweyou is also working with partners on a more
sensitive field test and will use it in the classroom when ready.

A student mentored by Matweyou tested the pass-fail kit for a science fair project
earlier this year and won two awards for her work.

In May, Matweyou taught a three-day, distance-delivered PSP lesson on Kodiak
Island. She reached 46 students at seven rural schools through AKTEACH, an online
learning system. The communities are Akhiok, Chiniak, Ouzinkie, Old Harbor, Port
Lions, Larsen Bay, and Karluk.

Matweyou arranged for the students to collect local shellfish samples in April. On the
first day of class in May, she taught students how to identify shellfish including
littleneck clams, blue mussels, and butter clams. The students then shucked the
shellfish and ground the tissue. On day two she guided them through toxin
extraction, testing, and interpretation of the results. On the third day, Matweyou
gave presentations and the students participated in discussions.

All the shellfish samples except the blue mussels from Larsen Bay tested positive for
the PSP toxin.

“This was quite the learning experience for students to compare shellfish samples
from around the island, and to note all samples except one were positive for PSP
and could have posed a health risk if eaten. It was a successful lesson and
interaction, and the Kodiak Rural Schools science teacher invited me to repeat the
lesson next year,” said Matweyou.

Bristol Bay fishermen get



Bristol Bay Economic
Development Corporation
photo

preseason business and
operation training
The Bristol Bay sockeye fishery is the world’s most
valuable wild salmon fishery.

Spring is a very hectic time for fishermen, the support
industry and regulators. To help everyone get ready,
Alaska Sea Grant’s Gabe Dunham recently spoke about
boat insurance, fish quality, and crew contracts to
fishermen at the Business of Fishing event in Dillingham
and Naknek, held by the Bristol Bay Economic
Development Corporation.

The annual one-day event focused on the management,
financial, and operational aspects of commercial fishing. Alaska state troopers spoke
to participants along with processors, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
biologists, and financial, tax, and credit advisers.

“It was a very nuts and bolts event that provided a ton of useful information,” said
Dunham.

Also in Dillingham, Dunham held workshops on preseason preparation and safety for
small boat and skiff owners, and on preseason maintenance and Coast Guard–
recommended safety equipment for drift gillnet fishermen. Dunham, the Marine
Advisory agent in Dillingham, also trained fishermen in Alaska Marine Safety
Education Association drill conductor instruction.

Dunham’s training gives local fishermen a boost as they get out on the water with
3,000 Bristol Bay commercial fishing permit holders.

Researchers see China as
growing market for Alaska
salmon
Researchers at the University of Alaska Anchorage and
Purdue University see China as a promising market for
Alaska salmon. They interviewed more than 1,000
consumers in major China cities and found that seafood
from pristine Alaska waters harvested in a sustainable
and highly regulated fishery is appealing to residents,
many of whom are entering the country’s growing
middle class and gaining disposable income.

A new Alaska Sea Grant publication summarizes the results—Consumer Preference
and Market Potential for Alaska Salmon in China: Preliminary Analysis. The report is
authored by Angie Zheng, Holly Weng, Quentin Fong and Yonggang Lu. Fong is



Alaska Sea Grant’s Kodiak-based seafood marketing specialist and is a University of
Alaska Fairbanks professor.

The publication is geared toward fishermen, seafood producers and marketers
interested in selling Alaska salmon in China. Researchers asked Chinese consumers
about wild or farmed salmon, Alaska as the place of production, use of product
forms (head, whole round, frame, etc.), methods of preparation and willingness to
purchase.

Respondents gave a high ranking to characteristics associated with Alaska salmon—
wild caught, sustainably caught and color—indicating the high potential for
increasing sales of Alaska salmon in China.

“Every time my family and friends visit me, they comment on the great taste and
high quality of Alaska salmon and they wish they could buy it in Chinese markets,”
Zheng told Seafoodsource.com.

China is the largest single export market for the state of Alaska. Seafood, worth
$784 million in 2014, makes up the greatest percentage of those exports with
salmon at about $290 million.

The authors advise that if Alaskans want to sell salmon directly to Chinese
consumers, they should focus on boneless fillets, steaks and heads. Marketers
should also educate purchasers about preparation methods, the different salmon
species and meat colors, and the sustainable nature of the harvest. The researchers
recommend highlighting the advantage of wild-caught salmon and getting a “green”
label showing reduced environmental impact of the product. The Chinese are likely
willing to pay price premiums for Alaska salmon as consumers do in the United
States, the researchers found.

The illustrated, 16-page electronic publication is available as a free download at
Alaska Sea Grant.

New technique could improve
Alaska farmed oyster and kelp
productivity
Gary Freitag, Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agent,
is spreading the word about a technique that could
enhance farmed oyster and kelp productivity.

University of Arizona researcher Ben Renquist and his
coworkers have refined a technique to test fertilized fish
eggs for high oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide
production during metabolism, using a chemical they
trademarked Alamar Blue®.

The high oxygen–consuming fish eggs were proven to grow significantly faster,



showing promise for improved aquaculture production. Experiments were first done
on zebrafish, and have also shown promise on tilapia, trout, oysters and shrimp
cultured species.

Freitag’s role in the project is to communicate to the aquaculture/mariculture
industry the high potential the method has for Alaska, western states and
nationwide.

“This technique could help both kelp farmers and oyster farmers in Alaska. It
appears to work on any biological life—plant or animal—and allows for the selection
of faster growing individuals,” said Freitag.

The Western Regional Aquaculture Center funded the study, which was completed
last year.

Renquist says the application of the proposed technology by commercial growers will
reduce the cost and effort of rearing slow growing fish or shellfish.

“It will also allow growers that utilize broodstock programs for generations of
production of fish and shellfish to select for the fastest growing families at the egg
stage instead of having to separately hold and evaluate groups over a long period of
time, reducing cost and freeing up valuable tank and handling time,” he said.

To find out more see Renquist’s webinar on his research results.

From fish waste to Fido snacks:
turning pollock skins into pet
treats
Chris Sannito, Alaska Sea Grant’s seafood technology
specialist, is developing a pet treat made out of pollock
skins and early feedback indicates that canines
particularly like it.

Just prior to his hire in March 2015, Sannito worked
with faculty at the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF)
on a research grant from the Pollock Conservation
Cooperative Research Center. The task was to
determine whether pollock skins could be turned into a product that was tasty to
dogs, easy for humans to handle, and shelf-stable for at least six months.

The project excited Sannito because he saw a lot of flexibility in how he could
develop the treats. But initial attempts to dry the pollock skins were labor- and
energy-intensive and didn’t seem like a good bet for a commercial product.

Sannito wondered what other methods might be effective. From his graduate school
days, he remembered a researcher interested in food extrusion technology. The
researcher had used a Clextral extruder—a machine designed to push material
through a barrel with a screw—to create a snack made of rice flour and fish powder,



with added flavorings. “So I was always curious about extruders,” Sannito said. He
learned that pet-treat manufacturers, such as Purina, use extruders to make all
kinds of products. “Why couldn’t we incorporate fish skins into the extrusion
process?” he asked.

Sannito took 500 pounds of fish skins to Tampa, Florida, for a one-day trial in the
Clextral pilot plant. With a little bit of experimenting, the extruder produced a
semisoft product with very little odor that was high in collagen protein. The product
had a consistency similar to licorice and could be formed into myriad shapes. Since
dogs don’t purchase their own treats, Sannito said, it was important to produce
something that was easy to handle and not too smelly to humans.

The Clextral plant runs all sorts of materials through its extruder, but the fish skins
were a novelty for the plant technicians, who took some home for their own dogs.
Back in Kodiak, unofficial taste tests on local dogs showed that the fish skin treats
were a hit. Sannito said that his own dog is probably one of the biggest supporters,
but he has other fans as well. “Every day, Sable [a coworker’s dog] comes to my
door looking for pet treats.” Formal pet trials would require lots of paperwork, but
Sannito has been handing out the treats informally and said, “We have yet to find a
dog that would turn them down.”

On May 5, Sannito and Quentin Fong, Alaska Sea Grant’s seafood marketing
specialist, received the 2017 Invent Alaska award for “innovation in research leading
to commercialization” from the UAF Office of Intellectual Property and
Commercialization. The next step is to find industry partners to develop a
commercialized product. The UAF intellectual property office is very interested and
may help in the search for partners, according to Sannito.

Although the payoff to fish processors could be significant, there are costs involved
in extracting skins for further processing. Some processors simply grind and
discharge their waste at sea. But where communities have processing plants,
truckloads of skins are turned into fishmeal. Pet treats are a higher value
commodity, and more and more processors are seeing the opportunities in that type
of product.

“The neat thing is the form that you can produce off an extruder,” Sannito said.
“The sky is the limit, depending on which shaped die you choose, so you could pump
out little goldfish or licorice sticks or flat bars. And that gives you so much
creativity. You could color it any way you wanted with food coloring. It’s a neat
canvas of opportunity.” That’s where marketing will come in, finding consumer-
friendly forms to take advantage of a constant stream of fish waste. “Think of all the
skinless fish products that are sold in Alaska,” Sannito said.

For now, pollock-skin goldfish treats are not yet available at the local pet store, so
Sable will have to keep visiting Sannito for her daily snack.
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UAF student Maggie Chan
awarded marine policy
fellowship in DC
Maggie Chan, graduate student at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks, will head to Washington, DC, next
year as a Sea Grant Knauss Marine Policy Fellow. She is
in a select group of 61 fellows nominated by Sea Grant
programs nationwide who will start their fellowships in
February 2018.

Chan is a PhD candidate in the College of Fisheries and
Ocean Sciences, studying the effects of regulations on
subsistence and sport halibut fishing in Alaska. Her
results provide much needed information on the adaptations fishermen make in
response to environmental and regulatory changes. She plans to graduate in
December 2017.

If given the option, Chan would choose to work in the legislative branch of
government. “A legislative fellowship would help me synthesize our national
perspective toward marine resources, and I hope to take that perspective to the
international fisheries management stage,” she said.

Experience in coastal communities from Madagascar to Alaska has inspired her
career aspiration to work in international marine policy.

Alaska Sea Grant currently has two Knauss Fellows in DC. Charlotte Regula-
Whitefield is a legislative fellow in US Senator Lisa Murkowski’s office, and Kelly
Cates works as an executive fellow in the NOAA Office of Legislative and
Intergovernmental Affairs.

The one-year Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship was established in 1979 to provide an
educational opportunity for students interested in marine resources and national
policy decisions. The experience has served as a springboard to related careers for
over a thousand fellows.



Camron Christoffersen

Summer interns focus on
seafood science in Kodiak
Camron Christoffersen, a Utah resident, is spending his
summer in Alaska exploring how long and at what
temperature fish need to be frozen to be parasite-free.
At the same time, Phil Ganz is working on how best to
communicate complicated science topics to the public.

Christoffersen and Ganz are interns at the Kodiak
Seafood and Marine Science Center, operated by the
University of Alaska Fairbanks College of Fisheries and
Ocean Sciences. Their paid internships are sponsored by
the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI) and Alaska Sea Grant. Michael
Kohan, technical director at ASMI, is guiding the interns on their work this summer.

“I’m creating material for the fishing and seafood industries, and the general public,
on seafood science–related issues. Right now I’m working on an infographic about
ocean acidification,” said Ganz, who is scheduled to graduate in August with a
master’s in fisheries from UAF.

Ganz’ academic work was on natural mortality in commercially harvested
groundfish. “My master’s was focused on quantitative topics such as stock
assessments. I was using models and doing that kind of analysis. I thought this
internship would be a good change of pace and allow me to develop skills in
communicating science to nonscientists,” Ganz said.

Besides creating the infographic, he is making videos and posters for seafood
processors about safety issues, including how to avoid cross-contamination. Ganz
previously worked as a federal fisheries observer for NOAA Fisheries and at a lodge
on the Kenai Peninsula. He’s hoping to get hired by the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game after his internship.

Christoffersen graduated from Brigham Young University in April with a bachelor’s
degree in biology. While at BYU, he spent time researching age versus growth
trends for quillback rockfish and gained some experience in stable isotope
characteristics and parasite comparisons on rockfish species.

He’s spending the summer investigating the Food and Drug Administration’s
requirements for making sure seafood is free of viable parasites before being sold to
the public. “There are scientists and commercial fishermen who feel that these
requirements may be excessive for certain species of fish,” Christoffersen said.

He has developed a study in which he will use pepsin, an enzyme that breaks down
food and that is retrieved from pig stomachs. Pepsin will help him locate parasites
and verify if they are dead after being frozen. 

But it’s not all work, all the time, for the interns.
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“Chris Sannito took us gillnetting on his boat. It was sweet. We caught 63 sockeye,”
Christoffersen said. Sannito is Alaska Sea Grant’s Kodiak-based seafood quality
specialist.

He also got to do some bear viewing on the outing. “We saw a three-year-old sow
last night at the Buskin River weir. She just came over the guard rail and followed
the river,” Christoffersen said.

Alaska Sea Grant helps get new
fish plant rolling
A new fish plant opened last month in Hydaburg, a
village in Southeast Alaska trying to revive its seafood
industry.

Haida Wild Alaska Seafood is located in a former cold
storage that hasn’t operated in nearly three decades but
is now bustling with activity as the commercial fishing
season goes into full swing. Hydaburg is Alaska’s largest
community of Haida tribal members. About 400 people
live in the coastal Prince of Wales Island village,
surrounded by the Tongass National Forest.

“As soon as the trollers come in, we’re ready,” said plant manager Jess Dilts in an
interview with Alaska Sea Grant.

The plant is about 7,000 square feet, he said. The Hydaburg Cooperative Association
and the City of Hydaburg, who own the plant, hope to eventually include a retail
section and smokery.

Dilts flew to Kodiak in recent months to receive training and certification from
Alaska Sea Grant in safe food handling practices and sanitation. The training was
held at the Kodiak Seafood and Marine Science Center, operated by the University of
Alaska Fairbanks, College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.

“It was very valuable,” Dilts said. “The last time I was in the seafood industry was in
1989, 1990. We didn’t have all these regulations that we have now.”

Chris Sannito, Alaska Sea Grant seafood quality specialist, helped Dilts through the
process of gaining the required paperwork. One of the federal requirements was a
HACCP plan, a management system to reduce safety hazards from handling raw
food. (HACCP stands for Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point.)

“I was one of the lead consultants on the project. They reached out to Sea Grant for
help in writing the HACCP and sanitation plans and kind of figuring out the process
and flow of opening a fish plant,” said Sannito.

Sannito visited Hydaburg on two occasions to help install sanitation equipment and
offer his expertise.



“They’re going to be doing mainly troll-caught salmon. It’s a very nice plant,” said
Sannito.

Depending on the volume of salmon that trollers offload at the plant, fish will either
be flown to Seattle from an airport in the neighboring community of Klawock, or it’ll
go on a freezer container by ferry to Ketchikan and from there to Seattle.

Haida Wild Alaska Seafood is working with a broker in Seattle who will take it from
there. “He has markets in Boston, Denver, Oregon, and some other places,” Dilts
said. “We’re ready to go.”

Read KRBD’s recent story “New fish plant to bring traffic, jobs to Hydaburg.”

Alaska teachers strengthen
science education with help
from Alaska Sea Grant
Alaska Sea Grant helped sponsor a workshop for
teachers in the Alaska capital in June as part of its
mission to promote marine literacy.

Ten teachers from Juneau and Cordova gathered at
Lena Point where the University of Alaska Fairbanks
fisheries facility is located. They were there for a
curriculum-writing workshop led by Marilyn Sigman and
Peggy Cowan. An associate professor at UAF’s College
of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, Sigman also serves as Alaska Sea Grant’s marine
education specialist. Cowan is a former director of Alaska Sea Grant’s “Sea Week”
program and former superintendent of the Juneau School District.

The workshop goal was to write lesson plans for Alaska Sea Grant’s Alaska Seas and
Watersheds curriculum. The K–8 curriculum was developed by Alaska teachers to
provide teaching resources with high-quality content focused on marine science
topics.

“This curriculum was last revised by teachers in 2009 to be aligned with Alaska’s
state science standards and to be available online. The task this time was to align
with new national standards for science that include technology and engineering,
and new state standards for math, English and language arts. In addition, we asked
teachers to emphasize place-based content, including connections to local Alaska
Native cultures,” Sigman said.

The lesson plans developed at the workshop are aligned with Next Generation
Science Standards, a national effort to improve content and the way science is
taught in K–12 classrooms. In addition to learning about current marine research
and writing lesson plans, the teachers piloted field-trip teaching activities at low tide
on a Juneau beach on the last day of the workshop.



Toothfish research team,
Falkland Islands

The field trip lessons will be used in Juneau and Cordova during Sea Week, the
popular marine literacy program for K-8 students that originated in Juneau more
than 40 years ago and evolved into the statewide Alaska Seas and Watersheds
program. Beginning in the 1980s, Alaska Sea Grant expanded Juneau’s tradition
statewide, continuing to emphasize field trips along with the use and celebration of
the local environment and community partnerships to teach science and other
subjects.

Four of seven Juneau School District teachers who participated in the June workshop
were “second-generation” Sea Week-ers, having grown up doing Sea Week field
trips every year during elementary school in Juneau, Hoonah, or Angoon. Three of
the four teachers were Alaska Natives, members of the Tlingit tribe.

Hans Chester, who works as an Indian studies specialist, was among them. Chester
emphasized the importance of integrating culture into education.

“Designing lesson plans that incorporate the cultural backgrounds of Alaska students
is a powerful way to engage and teach them. Culture is everything we have, think
and do as members of a society,” Chester said.

Other workshop participants included educators from community partners—a
Douglas Island Pink and Chum hatchery in Juneau and the Prince William Sound
Science Center in Cordova—who sponsor and provide Sea Week field trips.

The final lesson plans will be integrated into curricula in Juneau and Cordova school
districts. The lessons will also be made available to teachers statewide through the
Alaska Seas and Watersheds website and through professional development
workshops that Alaska Sea Grant holds throughout the state.

UAF PhD candidate hired by
Falkland Islands Fisheries
Department
Thomas Farrugia is completing his PhD at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, College of Fisheries and Ocean
Sciences. He has been funded in part by Alaska Sea
Grant. In 2015 Farrugia served as a Sea Grant Knauss
Marine Policy Fellow in Washington, DC, nominated by
Alaska Sea Grant.

He was recently hired by the Falkland Islands Fisheries
Department. Following is an interview with Farrugia.

Thomas Farrugia: Thanks for your interest in my post-
UAF life. I’m happy to provide whatever info you need for your blog entry!

Sue Keller: What are your responsibilities at the Falkland Islands Fisheries
Department?



TF: I am currently the stock assessment scientist for Patagonian toothfish
(Dissostichus eleginoides) for the Falkland Islands Fisheries Department. Toothfish
is also known as Chilean sea bass in North American restaurants and is the most
valuable fishery in the Falklands, so the sustainability of the stock and persistence of
the fishery is of primary concern.

My responsibilities include identifying and coordinating research needs on toothfish,
developing stock assessment models, and providing input to managers on harvest
control rules, quotas and other regulations. In addition, I am leading the
department’s effort to have the Falkland Islands toothfish fishery recertified under
the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) label.

SK: It is a pretty small country—how many professional fisheries managers do they
have?

TF: The Falkland Islands Fisheries Department has 17 full time employees, including
two stock assessment scientists, fisheries researchers, data managers, and fisheries
enforcement. It’s a surprisingly small department in charge of the most profitable
industry in the Falkland Islands: fisheries represent between 30 and 40 percent of
this British Offshore Territory’s GDP, mostly through license fees and taxes.

SK: What aspects of the job appeal to you?

TF: This position is providing me with an opportunity to put my training as a
fisheries scientist to use, while getting experience managing an important resource.
I contribute to data collection, such as the three-week research cruise I just spent
tagging toothfish and running hook trials on the fleet longliner, as well as using the
research on toothfish to inform stock assessment models and harvest
recommendations. In addition, the effort to recertify Falkland Islands toothfish
through MSC is allowing me to delve into some international policy and management
issues.

SK: What parts of your experience as a Knauss Fellow, and a graduate student,
have provided you with the skills and abilities to do the job there?

TF: Both my graduate work and the Sea Grant Knauss Marine Policy fellowship have
provided crucial skills that I will be putting to use as a stock assessment scientist.
My dissertation explored aspects of population dynamics models and bioeconomics
that are going to be central to the work I will accomplish in this new position.
Although the specific tools I will be using differ from those I have used in the past,
the knowledge and language I’ve acquired in the academic setting have allowed me
to immediately start contributing to the fisheries work here.

The experience of being a Knauss fellow gave me an understanding of how policies
are developed, which will be important in a setting such as the Falkland Islands
where a short hierarchy allows scientists and managers many opportunities to
interact. I also acquired some international fisheries policy experience during the
fellowship that will be helpful in navigating the issues presented by a species that is



harvested around the world, crosses international boundaries and is sold to the
global market.

SK: What other comments do you have?

TF: One of the most appealing aspects of this position is that it presents an
interesting combination of being a small department with many opportunities to get
involved in some very large issues. We are also encouraged to develop our own
research program as many of the fishery species and stocks around the Falkland
Islands are very data limited. So there is lots of room to grow!

Petersburg kids get close-up
look at sea creatures
Kids in Petersburg, Alaska, had a sea animal touch tank
come right to their doorstep in June. The dockside
activity was part of a summertime science lesson
offered by Alaska Sea Grant’s Sunny Rice, in
partnership with the Petersburg Public Library and
Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

A few days before the event, Fish and Game divers
collected anemones, sea stars, hermit crabs, and other
animals while they were out on a trip and kept them alive on their research vessel.
They brought the animals to the dock and put them in totes for the kids to look at.

After the 10 elementary-age children studied the animals, the divers dove in the
harbor and found more animals to view, adding a few species of crabs, sea urchins
and sea cucumbers to the totes. The kids decided which tank each new species
belonged in.

The divers found some trash too—an opportunity to talk about what doesn’t belong
in the ocean.

“We usually have an event called ‘Diving for Science’ as part of the Rainforest
Festival, but our divers will not be available in September, so we did it in
conjunction with the public library summer reading program this time around,” said
Rice, a Marine Advisory agent based in Petersburg.

“It was nice because we limited the number of participants to 10, which made it a
bit more structured. Two of the kids were brand new to Alaska and had never been
on the dock before!” Rice said.

The totes served as temporary touch tanks for kids who don’t usually have access to
a museum or aquarium. They learned how to observe quietly, and all about where
the animals live and how they move, eat and protect themselves.

The divers gave the kids an overview of their gear and safety practices, and talked
about the sea bottom sampling system they follow while counting geoducks and sea



cucumbers in Frederick Sound.

After the two-hour children’s program, they invited the public to come down to
check out the animals.

“I’m glad to be part of the broader marine literacy effort by Alaska Sea Grant
around the state. It’s always great to expose the public to the world under the sea
they don’t get to see very often,” Rice said.

Coming up
July 20–22: Engaging Alaska Youth in STEM and Community Resilience,
Fairbanks

August 7–11: Northwest Aquatic and Marine Educators annual conference,
Homer

September 7–10: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage

October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 13–17: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Alaska Sea Grant State
Fellows start new jobs

Five emerging scientists and policymakers
are starting fellowships in Alaska this summer
and fall. The Alaska Sea Grant State Fellows
are beginning yearlong positions with state
and federal agencies in Alaska, designed to
advance their budding careers.

Read more…

Subscribe Past Issues Translate
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Alaska Seafood Processing
Leadership Institute molds
future industry leaders

Alaska Sea Grant will hold its sixth leadership
institute to help mid-career employees move
up the ladder, keeping the seafood industry
strong and supporting Alaska’s economy.
Company-sponsored workers receive
intensive professional development at the
Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership
Institute. Applications are due September 30,
2017.

Read more…

New publication spells out
do’s and don’ts for collecting
marine mammal parts

Have you ever found marine mammal
remains, and wondered if you could legally
take them home? A new publication makes it
easy to understand who has rights to bones,
teeth and other parts for subsistence or
souvenir.

Read more… 

Subscribe Past Issues Translate
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After sailing the world, marine
biologist returns to Kodiak 

After ten years of sailing the world and living
in Australia, Mike Litzow has returned to
Kodiak, Alaska, to work on several research
projects. He has a position at the Kodiak
Seafood and Marine Science Center.

Read more…

Exhibit: Underwater forests
of the Aleutians

A new traveling exhibit teaches visitors how
human communities have relied on the
Aleutian Islands as a source of food and
protection. The exhibit, with photos and
artifacts, opened in Unalaska in July.

Read more…

Subscribe Past Issues Translate
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Want to help support salmon?
Here’s how.

The new project, State of Alaska’s Salmon
and People, aims to close data gaps about
salmon so Alaskans can make more informed
decisions about management and policy. The
project invites the public to answer questions
about salmon. Take the survey and learn
more about this multidisciplinary
collaboration.

Upcoming Events

September 7–10: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg
September 14–15: HACCP Training, Anchorage
September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage
October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak
November 13–17: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak
December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage
February 5–7: Pacific Fisheries Technologists Conference, Girdwood

Tell us what you think of the new Fishlines design and what you'd like to see in an upcoming issue.

Contact the editor at sue.keller@alaska.edu.
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Sea Grant Knauss Fellow
brings science to arctic
legislation

Charlotte Regula-Whitefield is working on
arctic policy and legislation in the office of US
Sen. Lisa Murkowski in DC. The Sea Grant
Knauss fellow and UAF doctoral graduate is
also meeting with constituents and learning
how to write bills.

Watch our interview with Charlotte, and read
more...
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Everything Alaskans want to
know about growing seaweed
in our state

Seaweed farming is a $5 billion global
industry that is growing. To help the public
understand the industry and how Alaska
could cash in, Marine Advisory agent Gary
Freitag wrote a Sea Gram—a short
publication on how to choose a farm site, get
a permit, and set up kelp lines.

Take a look…

Social scientist explores
gender and Alaska fisheries

Changes in rules, prices and the environment
have swept Alaska’s multibillion-dollar fishing
industry in recent decades. How are fishing
families reacting and how are gender roles
shifting? A former Alaska Sea Grant State
Fellow takes a look.

Read more…

Subscribe Past Issues Translate
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Kodiak summer interns
benefit seafood industry

Three interns at the Kodiak Seafood and
Marine Science Center wrapped up their
projects and presented findings at a recent
seminar. Their work involved nutritional
supplements from pollock, parasite control for
seafood safety, and communicating seafood
science to the public.

Read more…

Marine Advisory agent draws
on experience to advise
Alaskans

Terry Johnson has spent much of his life on
boats and on the coast. The Marine Advisory
agent and University of Alaska Fairbanks
professor has commercially fished, led
marine life viewing tours, assisted fishermen,
been a prolific writer and helped coastal
residents adapt to climate change.

Read more…

Upcoming Events

September 20–21: Planning and Facilitating Collaborative Meetings, Anchorage
October 12–13: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak
October 23–November 6, 2017: Starting and Operating a Seafood Direct Marketing
Business, online distance delivery
November 13–17: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak
December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage
February 5–7: Pacific Fisheries Technologists Conference, Girdwood
March 27–29: Copper River Delta Science Symposium, Cordova
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Two-year project on coastal
resilience wraps up
in Goodnews Bay

An Alaska Sea Grant–funded research
project on coastal erosion in western Alaska
has concluded with good news for the village
of Goodnews Bay.

Read more...

Subscribe Past Issues Translate
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High School students assist
with fur seal necropsy

Last month two Unalaska high school
students helped necropsy a dead fur seal.
Members of the Unalaska National Ocean
Sciences Bowl team, the students learned
how to take tissue from the carcass for a
national mammal stranding program.

Read more...

Course helps keep mariners,
others, safe on Alaska waters

Commercial fishermen, an Alaska state
trooper and a ferry captain were among those
trained as marine safety instructors last
month. Training saves lives—since the 1980s
the commercial fishing industry has seen a
76% decrease in deaths.

Read more...
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Blog series highlights autumn
science adventure at sea

Alaska Sea Grant’s Terry Johnson spent a
week as an assistant aboard the research
vessel Tiglax in the Gulf of Alaska. He tells
about the adventure in four parts.

Read more...

Why are the Beaufort and
Chukchi Seas experiencing
extreme open-water levels?

Temperatures are dropping and the days are
getting darker as Alaska moves into autumn.
But despite the approaching winter chill,
there’s lots of open water north of Alaska—a
near record, in fact.

Read	more...  

Upcoming Events

October 23–November 6: Starting and Operating a Seafood Direct Marketing Business,
online distance delivery
November 13–17: Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, Kodiak
December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage
February 5–7: Pacific Fisheries Technologists Conference, Girdwood
March 27–29: Copper River Delta Science Symposium, Cordova
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Gearing up for young
fishermen's summit

The Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit is
right around the corner. This year it’s
happening at the Dena’ina Center in
Anchorage. Don’t miss out on this unique
opportunity to network, build skills and learn
from veteran fishermen, government officials,
direct marketers, and seafood industry
leaders. Register now for the December 6-8
conference and check out this story in Pacific
Fishing magazine about the event.

Read more...

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



Alaska Sea Grant fellow helps
develop state's new climate
policy

Alaska’s governor and lieutenant governor
are preparing a new climate change strategy
for the state. One of our fellows has been
working to develop it from the halls of state
government in Juneau.

Read more...

Seaweed farming, robot-style

An underwater robot with a custom-built arm
is useful in seaweed farming, an emerging
industry in Alaska. Gary Freitag designed the
seaweed-plucking arm to help our state’s
aquaculture industry expand its reach.

Read more...
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Tools of the trade

Alyeska Resort in Girdwood will be the venue
for an international seafood technology
conference later this winter. Alaska Sea
Grant’s seafood technology specialist Chris
Sannito is the main organizer. Innovations
and new research in seafood technology will
be discussed and this year’s theme is “Tools
of the Trade.”

Read more...

To list or not to list. The battle
continues over the Pacific
walrus.

Gay Sheffield stopped by the studios of
KNOM-FM recently to discuss the federal
government’s decision not to grant
protections to the Pacific walrus under the
Endangered Species Act. Listen to the full
interview here.

Read more...
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Alaska Sea Grant reviews its
performance in new annual
report

Wonder what we’ve been up to all year?
Alaska Sea Grant’s latest annual report
captures highlights of our efforts in research,
education and outreach to benefit the people,
economies and ecosystems of coastal
Alaska.

Read more...

Upcoming Events

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage
January 22: Communicating Ocean Sciences Workshop, Anchorage
February 5–7: Pacific Fisheries Technologists Conference, Girdwood
March 27–29: Copper River Delta Science Symposium, Cordova

Tell us what you think of the Fishlines design and what you'd like to see in an upcoming issue. Contact
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Young fishermen flock to
networking and skill-building
summit in Anchorage

The Alaska Young Fishermen's Summit drew
dozens of fishing industry newcomers, eager
to soak up information about how to run a
successful commercial fishing operation. This
is Alaska Sea Grant’s seventh summit since
the series began in 2007. 

Read more...
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New report offers potential
solutions to reverse "graying
of the fleet"

A new report from a team of Alaska
researchers tackles a two-pronged challenge
for the 49th state—an aging fishing fleet, and
rural community members increasingly losing
access to a multibillion dollar annual harvest
and a way of life that has sustained them for
generations.

Read more...

Deadlines approach for Sea
Grant fellowships

Alaska Sea Grant is accepting applications
for several fellowships for students or recent
graduates. Fellows are placed with
government agencies from Alaska to the US
capital in paid positions that provide
experience, skill-building, and mentorship.

Read more...
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Future Alaska seafood leaders
complete week of training

Twenty-two mid-level seafood managers took
part in session one of the career-building
training offered by Alaska Sea Grant this fall.
The Alaska Seafood Leadership Institute
prepares up-and-coming industry leaders to
take their careers to the next level, exposing
them to detailed information about all aspects
of the seafood processing industry from
marketing to human resources.

Read more...

What caused 39 walruses to
wash ashore dead in western
Alaska?

As investigators hunt for clues, tests show
biotoxins in stomach contents and intestines
of four walruses. The test results emerged
from a dead walrus stranding event involving
39 animals. Marine Advisory agent Gay
Sheffield helped coordinate a response
involving agencies and community members.

Read more...
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Alaska Sea Grant helps
prevent seafood fraud

Quentin Fong, Alaska Sea Grant’s seafood
marketing specialist, assisted federal efforts
to crack down on seafood fraud. Scientists
are developing a new method for matching
protein to particular fish to prevent
mislabeling, a problem that affects millions of
consumers.

Read more...

Upcoming Events

January 22: Communicating Ocean Sciences Workshop, Anchorage
February 5–7: Pacific Fisheries Technologists Conference, Girdwood
March 27–29: Copper River Delta Science Symposium, Cordova
March 28–30: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Nome
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